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LL.B. (Degree) (Semester - V) Examination, October 2014
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE (Old Course)

Duration: 3 Hours Total Marks: 100

lnstructions : 1) Answer any ten questions.

2) Each question carries equal marks.

(10x10=100)

1. State thevariouslunctionaries and their powers underthe Code. v..

2. Explain the procedure after arrest and state the rights of the arrested person.\-,.-

3, Explain the following :

a) Search with and without warrant

b) Seizure.

4. 'A person arrested without a warrant cannot be detained by the police lor more

lhan 24 hours'. Explain the procedure when investigation cannot be completed

within 24 hours. ,_/
5. Enumerate the exceptions to the general rule with respect to limitations on the

power to take cognizance of an offence contained in the Code. -"'

6. Define Bail and state the circumstances in which release on bail is mandatory. ,--

7. Write a note on : w"
a) Rights oI accused person at trial

b) Classification of offences.

8. "For every distinct oflence there must be a separate charge and each ol such

charge must be tried separately'' state the exceptions to the said rule. '-/
9. Discuss the procedure for trial of warrant cases before the Sessions Court. '/
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10. Write a note on anytwo:
a) Auter lois acquit auter fois convict

b) Compounding of offences

c) Plea bargaining.

11. 'The general rule is that once the court finds an accused guilty of an offence it
shall proceed to pass the sentence according to law'. State the exceptions to
the said rule.

'12. Discuss the circumstances under which an appeal from convictions shall lie to

a) Supreme Court

b) High Court and

c) Court of Sessions.

13. State the essentials conditions for granting, the special requirements where
maintenance is claimed by wile and procedure to claim maintenance.

14. Write a note on :

a) Revision

b) Transfer ol cases.


